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Abstract. In this paper, we investigate solutions to the title equation. It is established for 
all primes  p, q  that the equation has no solutions.  The connection of the equation to 
Pythagorean triples  a2 + b2 = c2  is determined.  In [7] all triples are presented where 5 ≤ 
c ≤ 2100. All possible values  c where  c ≤ 2100  are examined, and the first  36  solutions 
of the equation when z ≤ 45  are established and also exhibited. 
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1.  Introduction 
The field of Diophantine equations is ancient, vast and no general method exists to decide 
whether a given Diophantine equation has any solutions, or how many solutions. In most 
cases, we are reduced to study individual equations, rather than classes of equations. 
 
       The famous general equation 

px + qy = z2 

has many forms.  The literature contains a very large number of articles on non-linear 
such individual equations involving primes, composites and powers of all kinds.  Among 
them, a minute fraction are [1, 2, 6]. 
 
       In this paper, we consider the equation 
                                                                   p2 + q2 = z4                                                                                   

   (1) 

where  p, q, z  are positive integers.  In Section 2,  it is established for all primes  p, q  
that equation  (1)  has no solutions.  In Section 3,  the connection between equation  (1)  
and the Pythagorean triples is discussed.  For all values  z ≤ 45,  it is established that 
equation  (1)  has exactly 36 solutions all of which are exhibited. 
 

2. The equation p2 + q2 = z4  is insolvable when  p, q  are primes 
This result is shown in the following Theorem 2.1. 
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Theorem  2.1. If  p ≥ 2  and  q  are distinct primes, then  p2 + q2 = z4  has no solutions. 
 
Proof:  First, we consider the case  p = 2,  and then all odd primes  p.   
 
Suppose that  p = 2  and  q  is prime.  From  (1)  we have 
                       4 = z4 - q2 = (z2 - q)(z2+q)     z is odd.                                                          (2) 
It follows from  (2)  that  z2 – q = 2M  and  z2+q = 2N  where  M≠N are integers.  Then,  
(2)  yields 

     4 = (2M)(2N)           or             M ∙ N= 1    implying      M = N = 1 
which is impossible. 
Hence, when  p = 2,  the equation  p2 + q2 = z4  has no solutions as asserted. 
 
       Suppose that  p, q  are odd primes.  From  (1)  we obtain 
                                      p2 = z4 - q2 = (z2 - q)(z2+q)                  z  is even.                         (3) 
Since  p  is prime,  therefore  z2 – q = 1,  p,  p2, (z2 + q = p2,  p, 1),  where  z2 – q = p,  p2  
are a priori eliminated.  Thus,  z2 – q = 1  or  z2 = q + 1  and  2q + 1 = p2  implying that  
(3) yields  
                                           2q = p2 – 1 = (p – 1)(p + 1).                                                    (4) 
In  (4),  2 | (p – 1)  and also  2 | (p + 1).  It therefore follows that (p – 1)(p + 1)  is a 
multiple of at least  4,  whereas  2q is a multiple of  2  only.  Thus,  (4)  does not exist. 
 
When  p, q  are odd primes, the equation  p2 + q2 = z4  has no solutions. 
 
       This concludes the proof of Theorem  2.1.                              □ 
 
3.  The equation  p2 + q2 = z4  and Pythagorean triples 
In this section we discuss the connection of the equation  p2 + q2 = z4 to the Pythagorean 
triples a2 + b2 = c2. 
 
       A set of positive integers  a,  b,  c  is called a "Pythagorean triple"  (abbreviated 
triple) denoted  (a,  b,  c)  if  a2 + b2 = c2. 
 
       The connection of Pythagorean triples to the equation  p2 + q2 = z4 is embedded as 
follows.  
 
Set  p = a,  q = b  and  c = z2.  Hence, whenever  c  equals a  square,  the equation  p2 + q2 
= z4  has a solution which consists of a prime and a composite or of two composites. 
 
       In the following Table  1  we exhibit the first 36 solutions of the equation  p2 + q2 = 
z4. These are obtained from  [7]  "Pythagorean triples up to  c = 2100"  by considering all 
possible values  c = z2.  The only two primes  p = 7  and  p = 41 respectively in Solutions  
1  and  19  are emphasized.  All other integers  p,  q  are composites. 
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                                           Table 1:  Solutions of  p2 + q2 = z4 
 

Solution 1. 72        +    242      =    54 

Solution 2. 152      +    202      =    54 
Solution 3. 282      +    962      =    104 
Solution 4. 602      +    802       =    104 
Solution 5. 652      +    1562    =    134 
Solution 6. 1192    +    1202    =    134 
Solution 7. 632      +    2162    =    154 
Solution 8. 1352    +    1802     =    154 
Solution 9. 1362    +    2552    =    174 
Solution 10. 1612    +    2402    =    174 
Solution 11. 1122    +    3842    =    204 
Solution 12. 2402    +    3202    =    204 
Solution 13. 1752    +    6002    =    254 
Solution 14. 2202    +    5852    =    254 
Solution 15. 3362    +    5272    =    254 
Solution 16. 3752    +    5002    =    254 
Solution 17. 2602     +    6242      =    264 
Solution 18. 4762     +    4802      =    264 
Solution 19. 412      +    8402    =    294 
Solution 20. 5802    +    6092    =    294 
Solution 21. 2522    +    8642    =    304 
Solution 22. 5402      +    7202    =    304 
Solution 23. 5442    +    10202  =    344 
Solution 24. 6442    +    9602      =    344 
Solution 25. 3432    +   11762   =    354 
Solution 26. 7352    +   9802     =    354 
Solution 27. 4442    +   12952   =    374 
Solution 28. 8402      +   10812   =    374 
Solution 29. 5852    +   14042   =    394 
Solution 30. 10712  +   10802   =    394 
Solution 31. 4482    +   15362    =    404 
Solution 32. 9602     +   12802     =    404 
Solution 33. 3692     +   16402    =    414 
Solution 34. 7202    +   15192   =    414 
Solution 35. 5672    +   19442    =    454 
Solution 36. 12152   +   16202   =    454 

 
Final remark.   An interesting pattern is observed from the solutions contained in Table 
1.  When  z = 25, exactly four solutions exist.  For each and every other value  z,  exactly 
two solutions exist.  Thus, in all 36 solutions, each value  z  occurs at least twice, and the 
solutions appear in pairs with respect to  z.  One may deduce, that for any value  z  which 
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yields a solution of the equation, there exists at least another solution with the same value  
z.  Hence, all solutions with the same value  z  occur in pairs.   
 
       We presume that the equation has infinitely many solutions in which  p, q are 
composites. 
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